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Satan’s Red Dragon Kingdom — Part Two 
(Rev 12:7-17) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  

“America would shake from coast to coast in twenty four hours if some preacher 
anointed with the Holy Ghost gave the Roman Catholic Church a broadside! …These 
priests who dope men’s souls, these idolatrous “masses”, these Calvary eclipsing 
prayers to Mary, these miserable millions cheated in life and death by the greatest 
forgery Lucifer ever made.”  [Why Revival Tarries by Leonard Ravenhill, Copyright 1959, Bethany House Publishers, 

Pages 39-40] 
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Mystery, Babylon the Great…  
Conclusively Identified as the Roman Catholic Church — Rev 17:5 

(2
nd

 Beast & False Prophet, Rev 13:1, 16:13, 17:3, 19: 20, 20:10) 
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PART TWO 

 

The Colours: Purple & Scarlet — Gold, Diamonds and Precious Stones 
 

 
This is the place of the 21 century Temple money-changers… And Jesus whipped them… 

 
And when He had made a scourge of small cords, He drove (whipped) them all out of the temple, also the 

sheep and the oxen. And He poured out the money-changers' money and overthrew the tables. Joh 2:15 
 

 
                               This can never be the Church of Jesus Christ  

 

And when Jesus heard these things, He said to him, “Yet you lack one thing. Sell all that you have and 
distribute to the poor, and you shall have treasure in Heaven. And come, follow Me.” Luk 18:22 

 
The bronze papal medal on the left of Pope Leo XII was minted to commemorate the 
second year of his reign, the jubilee year of 1825. The inscription reads SEDET 
SUPER UNIVERSUM, declaring that her seat of authority is universal.  Pic on the 
right: Papal medal of Pius VIII from 1829 depicting the woman with the cup, notice the 
cherubs with the papal tiara and Petrine keys. Also, the sign of Baal behind both these 
the woman’s heads. There are many kinds of medallions in the Vatican depicting the 
woman holding the cup. (All Pics: www.google.com) 
 

 

http://www.google.com/
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And he carried me away into a desert by the Spirit. And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet-
coloured beast, filled with names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.  And the woman 

was arrayed in purple and scarlet. And she was gilded with gold and precious stones and pearls, 

having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication. Rev 17:3-4  
 
And on her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF 
HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman drunk with the blood 
of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. Rev 17:5-6. Rev 17:5 says that this woman is 
the mother of harlots — therefore it is clear that this woman has offspring — namely daughters 
(mainline churches). 
  
…she was decked out in gold, precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup (chalice) in her hand 

full of abominations (sacrament/host) and filthiness of her fornication. 
 
 
 
 
 

                              
 
 

 
 
 

 

And the Woman was arrayed in Purple & Scarlet 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Pics on top row say it all… Pics on bottom row illustrate the colours of purple and scarlet. Centre right are 
two Anglican priest, their colours identify them as the harlot’s daughters. All Pics can be enlarged 

and are public domain, www.google.com 
 

The aforementioned scriptures amply prove the following: This woman is arrayed in purple 

and scarlet. And is gilded with gold and precious stones and pearls, and has a golden cup in her 

hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication.  

 

 

 

 
 

Roman Catholic Inquisitions — Past and Future 

Methods of Torture 

And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all those who were slain on the earth. Rev 
18:24  And I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of 
Jesus. Rev 17:5-6. And they overcame him (Satan) because of the blood of the Lamb, and because of 
the word of their testimony. And they did not love their soul until death (Rev 12:11). And I saw the 
woman drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus . And when I saw 
her, I marveled with a great marveling (Rev 17:6) And one of the seven angels who had the seven vials 
came and talked with me, saying to me, Come here, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot sitting 
on many waters (Rev 17:1) with whom the kings of the earth committed fornication, and became drunk with 
the wine of her fornication, those inhabiting the earth… (Rev 17:2). 

Because her basic doctrinal premises remain in place, Rome can yet again rise up against her spiritual 
enemies at some future date when she again wields exclusive ecclesiastical control of a region.  

And I saw the woman drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of 
the martyrs of Jesus. Rev 17:5-6 

 

http://www.google.com/
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In fact, the "Holy Office" of the Inquisition still exists within the Vatican (known today as the Congregation for 
the Doctrine of the Faith), awaiting the day in which it can stamp out "heresy". Some years ago a popular 
Catholic weekly declared: Heresy is an awful crime against God, and those who start a heresy are more 
guilty than they who are traitors to the civil government. If the state has a right to punish treason with death, 
the principle is the same that concedes to the spiritual authority the power of life and death over the arch-
traitor. It is an historical fact that the Roman Catholic Church via the Holy Roman Empire (Papal States) 
supplanted all civil authority of the European Governments during the inquisition periods (1200-1500). The 
most common means of torture included burning, beating and suffocating, however the techniques below are 
some of the more excessive and depraved methods used and enforced by the Roman Catholic Church. 
Make no mistake, the inquisition continues to this day, in one form or another (Catholic initiated wars, 
Balkans, etc). 

 

Warning! Document contains graphic content - not for the feint-hearted! 

Pictures can be enlarged/reduced by clicking, and then dragging to desired size. 

    
Torture room in the Inquisition cathedral in Nuremberg 

 
Iron Gag or Mute's Bridle 
The purpose of this device was to stifles the screams so as not to disturb the conversation of torturers. The 
iron "box" on the inside of the ring is forced into the victim's mouth and the c ollar fastened behind their neck. 
A small hole allows the passage of air but this can be stopped up by a touch of the executioner's fingertip, 
producing suffocation. Often constructed with a long spike that pierced the tongue and the floor of the 
mouth, protruding from underneath the chin, while the other end penetrated up through the bony palate of 
the mouth into the sinuses. Often those condemned to the stake were thus gagged because their screams 
would interfere with the sacred pagan music played during the grandiose public festivities in which dozens of 
heretics were burnt at one time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Pendulum 

A fundamental torture that was often a precursor in preparation of the 
more effective torture methods that usually followed. No complex 
equipment is needed, as the victim's wrists are tied behind their back 
then a rope is attached to the wrist restraints and the sufferer is slowly 
hoisted up ripping the humerus from the sockets and dislocating the 
scapula and clavicle. The agony can be heightened by means of 
weights progressively attached to the feet until at last the skeleton is 
pulled apart – similar to the experience of the bench and ladder racks.  
 

The Rack 
The Rack was an instrument of torture often used in the Middle Ages, and a popular means of extricating 
confession. The victim was tied across a board by their ankles and wrists, rollers at either end of the board 
were turned by pulling the body in opposite directions until dislocation of every joint occurred. According to 
Puigblanch, quoted in Mason's History of the Inquisition,  "in this attitude he experienced eight strong 
contortions in his limbs, namely, two of the fleshy parts of the arms above the elbows, and two below; one 
on each thigh, and also on the legs." Bound, the heretic could then be subjected to other forms of torture. 
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The Rack was extensively used during the Spanish Inquisition. 
Other forms included the detainee being fastened in a groove upon a table on his or her back. Suspended 
above was a gigantic pendulum, the ball of which had a sharp edge on the lower section, and the pendulum 
lengthen with every stroke. The victim sees this engine of destruction swinging to and fro only a short 
distance from one’s eyes. Momentarily the keen edge comes nearer, and at length cuts the skin, and 
gradually cuts deeper and deeper, until their life has fully expired. 
 
The Ladder Rack 
Preparation for the Ladder Rack often started with the crushing of the shins with the screw-activated 
"Spanish Boots".   

 

With the arms securely affixed behind the victim’s back the person was then put onto the inclined slope of 
the Ladder Rack.  Thus load the executioner would push the 2 heels of the feet forward causing the victim to 
plummet downward so that the shoulders were immediately and violently wrenched out of their sockets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The victim is literally stretched by force of the winch with various old sources testify to increases of twelve 
inches that comes from the dislocation and extrusion of every joint in the arms and legs, of the 
dismemberment of the spinal column, and of course the ripping and detachment of the muscles of limbs, 
thorax and abdomen.   

But long before the victim is brought to the final undoing, he or she, even in the initial phases of the enquiry 
(in the J 'Question of the first degree"), suffers dislocation of the shoulders because his arms are pulled up 
behind his back, as well as the agony of muscles ripping like any fiber subjected to excessive stress. In the 
Question of the second degree the knee, hip and elbow joints begin to be forced out of their sockets; with the 
third degree they separate, very audibly. After only the second degree the interrogatee is maimed for life; 
after the third he is dismembered and paralyzed, and gradually over hours and days the life functions cease 
one by one. 

http://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=http://www.granddesignexposed.com/roman/704rack.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.granddesignexposed.com/roman/inquisition.html&h=224&w=708&tbnid=XFg8FW9X1hTYDM:&zoom=1&docid=-v_txyugK-IWeM&hl=en-GB&ei=G_5mVfLxFsbmsATjpIHQBA&tbm=isch&ved=0CC0QMygSMBI
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The Stocks 

The victim with his 
or her hands and 
feet locked into the 
pertinent holes with 
bracket irons was 
then set out in the 
square where the 
mob in the mildest 
of cases poked 
him, slapped him, 
and besmirched 
him with faeces 

and urine or substances supplied by the ubiquitous chamber pots or open jakes.  All of these were smeared 
into the mouth, ears, nose, and hair. Only the most innocuous transgressors could hope to get away with no 
more than a few black-and-blue marks and a couple of bumps.  

Children's books, cinema, and television generally portray the stock in humorous colors centered on a 
grumpy victim being cajoled and reviled by an always benevolent rough-and-tumble crowd. Reality was very 
different.With their feet in the stocks, two pieces of timber clamped together, over and under, both across 
each leg above the ankles. The soles of their feet then having been greased with lard, a blazing brazier was 
applied to them, and they were first blistered and then fried. At intervals a board was interposed between the 
fire and their feet and removed once they disobeyed the command to confess themselves of guilt for which 
they had been charged. 

Being more painful, but less fatal than racking, this was the torture most in vogue when the subject chanced 
to be of the female sex. It was also favored in cases where children were to be persuaded to testify against 
their parents.  

Slighter tortures consisted of binding a piece of iron to a limb and putting a twister mark to force it inwards, 
as was pressing the fingers with rods between them, or removing a nail from fingers or toes, which were all 
highly practiced upon persons of not sufficient strength to survive the pulley, rack, or fire. 
 
The Pillory Barrel 

Inflicted for the most part on chronic drunkards who were exposed to 
public ridicule in this fashion. The barrels could be either of two kinds: 
those closed on the bottom with the victim immersed in faeces and urine 
or merely putrid water, or open so that the victim could walk and be led 
about the town with the enormous and very painful weight on their 
shoulders.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Water Torture (CIA water-boarding) 
The victim's nostrils were pinched shut, and eight quarts of fluid were poured down the victim's throat 
through a funnel. Other techniques included forcing a cloth down the throat, while pouring water, which made 
a swallowing reflex pushing it further down into the stomach producing all the agonies of suffocation by 
drowning until the victim lost consciousness. Instead of water, the torture was sometimes conducted with 
boiling water or vinegar. The victim did not die quickly from the rupturing of the stomach but very slowly from 
Peritonitis. This happens when the unclean contents of the stomach combine with the clean organs of the 
abdominal cavity. 
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The Heretics Fork 
This instrument consisted of two little forks one set against the other, with the four prongs plunged into the 
flesh, under the chin and above the chest, with hands secured firmly behind their backs. A small collar 
supported the instrument in such a manner that the victims were usually forced to hold their head erect, thus 
preventing any movement.  

 

The forks did not penetrate any vital points, and thus suffering was prolonged and death was always nearly 
avoided. The pointed prongs on each end to crane the persons head made speech or movement near 
impossible. The Heretics Fork was very common during the height of the Spanish Inquisition. 

The Pear 
These instruments were used in oral and rectal formats, like the present specimen, and in the larger vaginal 
one. They are forced into the mouth, rectum or vagina of the victim and there expanded by force of the screw 
to the maximum aperture of the segments. The inside of the cavity in question is irremediably mutilated, 
nearly always fatally so. The pointed prongs at the end of the segments serve better to rip into the throat, the 
intestines or the cervix. 

The oral pear was often inflicted on heretical preachers, but 
also on lay persons guilty of unorthodox tendencies; this 
item became extensively applied throughout the Spanish 
Inquisition to force confessions from those accused of 
Witchcraft. 

 

The Wheel  
                   

 
.  

              
 

According to a German chronicler, the victim was 
transformed into a huge screaming puppet writhing in 
their own blood. It looked like a sea monster with four 
tentacles, and raw slimy shapeless flesh, mixed with 
splinters of bone. After the smashing had taken place 
the victim would literally be "braided" into the wheel and 
hung horizontally at the top of the pole. 

 

http://seawaves.us/na/Inquisitions.html#Spanish_Inquisition
http://seawaves.us/na/Inquisitions.html#Spanish_Inquisition
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The wheel was one of the most popular and insidious methods of torture and execution practiced. The giant 
spiked wheel was able to break bodies as it rolled forward, causing the most agonizing and drawn-out death. 
Other forms include the "braided" wheel, where the victim would be tied to the execution dock or platform. 
Their limbs were spread and tied to stakes or iron rings on the ground. Slices of wood were placed under the 
main joints, wrists, ankles, knees, hips, and elbows. The executioner would then smash every joint with the 
iron-tyred edge of the wheel--however the executioner would avoid fatal blows to give the victim a painful 
death.  

The Breast Ripper  
The name of this device speaks for itself. Cold or red-hot the four claws slowly ripped to formless masses 
the breasts of countless women. This device was highly put into service during the massacre of the Danes.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hanging Cages  
These cages were usually hung around the outsides of town halls and ducal palaces; they were also near 
the town's hall of justice and surprisingly cathedrals. The victim, naked and exposed, would slowly wither 
from hunger and thirst. The weather would second the victim’s death by heat stroke and sunburn in the 
summer and cold in the winter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The victims and corpses were usually previously mutilated before being put in the cages to make a more 
edifying example of the punishment. The cadavers were left in the cages until the bones literally fell apart.  

The Garotte  
Originally, the garotte was simply hanging by another name. However, during Medieval 
times, executioners began to refine the use of rope until it became as feared and as vile as 
any serious punishments. Executioners first used the garotte to end the 
suffering of heretics broken on the wheel, but by the turn of the 18th century 
the seed of an idea involving slow strangulation was planted in the minds of 
lawmakers.  
At first, garottes were nothing more than an upright post with a hole bored 
through. The victim would stand or sit on a seat in front of the post and 
chanting crowd, and a rope was looped around his or her neck. The ends of 

the cords were fed through the hole in the post. The executioner would then pull on both ends 
of the cord, or twist them tourniquet-styled, slowly strangling the victim. Later modifications 
included a spike fixed into the wood frame at the back of the victim's neck, parting the 
vertebrae as the rope tightens. 
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Head Crusher  
With the victim's chin placed on the lower bar, a screw then forces the cap down on the victim’s cranium. 
The recipient’s teeth are crushed and forced into the sockets to smash the surrounding bone. The eyes are 
compressed from their sockets and brain from the fractured skull.  
 

 
 

This device, although not a form of capital punishment, is still used for interrogational purposes. It was to 
inflict extreme agony and shock and leave the victim in its grasp for hours. Other methods included the head 
screw which was placed around the forehead and tighten. The accused became so frantic by the extreme 
panic of having their head crushed that they confessed to anything. 

Burnt at the Stake  
If the Inquisitor wanted to be sure no relics were left behind by an accused and convicted heretic, he would 
select death by burning at the stake as the preferred method of execution. With few exceptions, death came 
from being burned alive. Frequently, burning a victim at the stake was cause for a crowd. Not content to 
merely learn about the spectacle after it was over, the masses wanted to be entertained.  
 

 
 
Reflecting on those facts, and understanding such events occurred "under the law," one can clearly 
understand how Thomas Hobbes (this is a contemporary biography) came to the conclusions he did about 
man in a state of nature.  If man is capable of such violence and inhumanity in a state of civilization, of what 
is he capable when there are no laws and there is no society?  (Carole D. Bos). 
 
The Iron Maiden  

The Iron Maiden or Virgin of Nuremberg was a tomb-sized container 
with folding doors. The object was to inflict punishment, then death. 
Upon the inside of the door were vicious spikes. As the prisoner was 
shut inside he or she would be pierced along the length of their body. 
The talons were not designed to kill outright.  
 
The pinioned prisoner was left to slowly perish in the utmost pain. Some 
models included two spikes that were driven into the eyes causing 
blindness. One of these diabolical machines was exhibited in 1892. 
 

 
The Strappado  
One of the most common torture techniques. All one needed to set up a strappado was a sturdy rafter and a 
rope. The victim's wrists were bound behind their back, and the rope would be tossed over the beam.  The 
victim was repeatedly dropped from a height, so that their arms and shoulders would dislocate. This was a 
punishment of the Secret Tribunal until 1820. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=http://www.granddesignexposed.com/indexmystery/14chap/180ironVirgin.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.granddesignexposed.com/indexmystery/14chap/inquisition.html&h=361&w=184&tbnid=fLGXgpjlcSwD-M:&zoom=1&docid=yNkxUHiOhm4GaM&itg=1&hl=en-GB&ei=tP5mVaKFLs2wsASyy4GoBQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CCcQMygjMCM4ZA
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The Boots  
Also known as the bootikens. The legs of the patient were usually placed between two planks of wood, 
which they binded with cords and wedges. The torturer used a large, heavy hammer to pound the wedges, 
driving them closer together. Forceful blows were used to squeeze the legs to jelly, lacerating flesh, 
protruding the shins, and crushing the bones; sometimes so that marrow gushed out. Once unloosed the 
bones fall to pieces, rendering the legs useless. This torture was most overwhelming, as one can imagine. 

 
 
Judas Cradle  

The victim was stripped, hoisted and hung over this pointed pyramid with iron 
belts. Their legs were stretched out frontwards, or their ankles pulled down by 
weights.  
 
The tormentor would then drop the accused onto the pyramid penetrating both 
orifices. With their muscles contracted, they were usually unable to relax and 
fall asleep.  

The Guillotine  
It was the French physician Joseph-Ignace Guillotin, born in Saintes in 1738 and elected to the National 
Assembly in 1789 who first promoted a law that required that all executions even those of commoners, be 
carried out by means of a "machine that beheads painlessly". An easy death was no longer to be the 
prerogative of nobles.  Consciousness survives long enough for the victim to perceive the beheading even 
when removed by the swift slash of an axe or guillotine. 
 

 
 

After the execution of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette on 21 January 1793, the I 'machine' " called only thus 
until these two events became known also as "lila louisette" or "le loui son", only after 1800 did the term "la 
guillotine" become established. As such it remained in use in many countries, including the Papal States and 
the kingdoms of Piedmont and Bourbon Naples until 1860. 
 
Fiery Metal Chair 
The accused was placed in a metal chair and secured in position, shortly afterwards a fire was lit under the 
chair. And since the chair was inlaid with hundreds and hundreds of spikes - it was not long before the heat 
generated was transferred over the entire structure and it became red-hot! And in the process, it became 
virtually impossible for the individual to remain seated. Understandably they inevitably suffered third degrees 
of burns and indescribable trauma. 
 

 
 

 

http://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=https://joeland7.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/armchair-questioning.jpg&imgrefurl=https://joeland7.wordpress.com/2012/10/03/&h=589&w=400&tbnid=O87oHqUDnwDo0M:&zoom=1&docid=cIz5jGACjkFmQM&hl=en-GB&ei=Qv9mVYXxHdDjsATPnoGYAQ&tbm=isch&ved=0CEEQMyg9MD04yAE
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Burning the Soles of the Feet 
Some form of lard was usually applied to the souls of the heretic prior to commencement of this barbaric 
form of torture - in order to inflict the maximum amount of pain! This form of torture was excruciating to say 
the very least!  

                                 
                                       www.seawaves.net and various public domain Internet sources 

 
It was not uncommon for those undergoing the various types of torture exhibited in this article to ‘recant’ (to 
change their mind) under pressure from the inquisitor/s. Many times an individual could no longer stand the 
excruciating pain and would cry out to the inquisitor/s for mercy. They would then addmit the error of their 
ways and ask for forgiveness – hoping for release! Only to discover in many instances that they would be 
given a short respite and then taken to a more severe torturing device. Thus, they would eventually succumb 
to their trauma.  Because of the advent of electricity, today there are numerous sophisticated devices used to 
inflect horrendous pain and suffering! In addition to these methods, there are drug induced tortures, etc. etc. 
Mankind it seems has an insatiable appetite when it comes to devising various methods of inflicting 
grotesque pain upon others.  

Don’t think this type of persecution will never happen again. Because if you do, you are 

chronically deceived!  For the book of Revelation prophesies otherwise. During the great tribulation period (3 
½ years) the guillotine will be the preferred instrument of decapitation throughout Satan/Apollyon’s kingdom. 

The Great Tribulation 

During the Great Tribulation, millions upon millions of true believers will be martyred by beheading: 

After these things I looked, and lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, out of all nations 
and kindreds and people and tongues, stood before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with 
white robes, with palms in their hands. Rev 7:9 And one of the elders answered, saying to me, Who are 
these who are arrayed in white robes, and from where do they come? Rev 7:13 And I said to him, Sir, 
you know. And he said to me, These are the ones who came out of the great tribulation and have 
washed their robes, and have whitened them in the blood of the Lamb. Rev 7:14 

…And I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for the witness of Jesus and for the Word of 
God, and who had not worshiped the beast nor his image, nor had received his mark on their 
foreheads, nor in their hands… (Rev 20:4).  

 

Modern Portable Guillotine manufactured by Chanel: Public Domain 

 
 
 

http://www.seawaves.net/
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Divine Retribution upon Babylon the Great 
 
Our beloved heavenly Father’s response to the slaughter of millions upon millions of his precious 
saints — is swift and sure! 
 

   

                                                                                                 Pic: www.churchandstate.org.uk 

 
Rejoice over her, Heaven, and the holy apostles, and the prophets, since Jehovah judged your 
judgment on her.  And one strong angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw it into the sea, 
saying, So on an impulse the great city, Babylon, will be thrown down and not at all will be found any more. 
Rev 18:20  

…and the ten horns (kings) which you saw on the beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her 
desolate and naked. And they will eat her flesh and burn her with fire. Rev 17:16 And the woman whom 
you saw is the great city which has a kingdom over the kings of the earth. Rev 17:18 

And the seventh angel poured out his vial into the air. And a great voice came out of the temple of 
Heaven, from the throne, saying, it is done! Rev 16:17 And voices and thunders and lightnings occurred. And 
there was a great earthquake, such as has not been since men were on the earth, so mighty and so 
great an earthquake. Rev 16:18  

And the great city came to be into three parts, and the cities of the nation’s (Mediterranean Sea) 
fell. And great Babylon was remembered before God, to give to her the cup of the wine of the 
anger of His wrath. Rev 16:19 And every island fled away, and mountains were not found. Rev 
16:20 And a great hail, as the size of a talent (50kg), came down out of the heaven on men. And 
men blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail; for the plague of it was exceedingly great. 
Rev16:21 

The Ten kings hate the Harlot and turn upon her, and nuke her. Their actions are the precursor to 
the SECOND COMING! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

And I saw Heaven opened. And behold, a white horse! And He sitting on him was called Faithful 
and True. And in righteousness He judges and makes war.  And His eyes were like a flame of fire, 
and on His head many crowns. And He had a name written, one that no one knew except Himself. 
And He had been clothed in a garment dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of God. 
And the armies in Heaven followed Him on white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.  
And out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, so that with it He should strike the nations. And He will 
shepherd them with a rod of iron. And He treads the winepress of the wine of the anger and of the 
wrath of Almighty God.  And He has on His garment, and on His thigh a name written, KING OF 
KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS. Rev 19:11-16 

 

http://www.churchandstate.org.uk/
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Wealth of the Holy See 
The wealth of the Holy See/Vatican City, State can be broadly divided into two categories: 

 Wealth accrued to the Holy See via the Universal Church and the Administration of the Patrimony 
of the Apostolic See (APSA), the department which, up to now, has primarily managed the 
humongous Vatican securities and property holdings (formerly the Vatican Bank (IOR).  

 Vatican City, State. 

However, for the purpose of our exercise we will consider the wealth, collectively. It must be understood that 
the Pope, in his legal persona as the visible head of the Church Universal — is the sole heir of this collective 
enormous (incalculable) wealth. As the Pope of the day has no physical offspring (that is known) this wealth 
is legally bequeathed to his successor when he passes on.  Given the inseparableness of these two entities 
on a daily basis, there is naturally a blurring of lines in certain areas when it comes to defining their 
respective wealth.  

After a year of concentrated activity to make sure his assets are better managed and under his control, 
including the creation of four commissions, the hiring of six international consulting firms which service the 
plutocracy together with appointments of trusted allies, Pope Francis established the Secretariat of the 
Economy this past Feb. 24, (2014). The Council for the Economy will be coordinated by Cardinal Reinhard 
Marx, another member of Bergoglio’s G8.  

Marx was the invited speaker for 300 guests of Opus Dei at a meeting held in the Deutsche Bank, 
Germany’s central bank (2014). He has presided at Masses celebrating Opus Dei’s founder, Josemaria 
Escrivá, and visits the Opus Dei center for university students in Munich. The Work is said to be very 
powerful in Germany’s financial capital of Frankfurt. Der Speigel observed that “There is hardly a German 
bishop who does not regard the organization with favor.” 

After his appointment as coordinator of the Council for the Economy, Cardinal Reinhard Marx told the press 
that the Vatican’s “real bank” would no longer be the IOR (Institute for Religious Works commonly 
referred to as the Vatican Bank) but will be the Administration of the Patrimony of the Apostolic See 
(APSA), the department which, up to now, has primarily managed the humongous Vatican securities 
and property holdings.  

Whether or not this decision is a result of pressure from financial regulators on Bergoglio and his 
predecessor to “clean up” the IOR or else the bank would be prohibited from engaging in international 
transactions, remains to be seen. Opus Dei/Vatican may have been preparing for this shift under the 
guidance of Peter Sutherland, managing director and chairman of Goldman Sachs International, former 
chairman of BP Oil and member of the International Advisory Board of IESE, the flagship Opus Dei graduate 
business school. Sutherland has been a Vatican consultant for years and was appointed by Bergoglio to the 
supervisory board for APSA. Public Domain: www:churchandstate.org.uk/dailykos. 

When Pope Francis established the Secretariat of the Economy he appointed Australian Cardinal George 
Pell as its head reporting directly to him. With “authority over all economic and administrative activities within 
the Holy See and the Vatican City State,” this makes Pell de facto manager of the entire Roman Curia since 
he holds the purse strings. 

Cardinal George Pell (Sydney), head of Pope Francis’s new Secretariat for the Economy. 
He has close ties to Opus Dei and is the third most powerful person in the Vatican, 
with authority over all economic and administrative activities within the Holy See and the 
Vatican City State.  “Cardinal George, so exactly how much is the Vatican worth? It's hard 

to say. The Catholic Church has a history of opacity about its finances; something Pell says is slowly 
changing.”  

Pope Francis appointed Australian Cardinal George Pell to his C9 and then as his “tsar” in charge of Vatican 
finances. As creator of the “Melbourne Response” and the “Ellis Defense,” Pell’s only financial expertise was 
cheating clerical sex abuse victims out of a just compensation.  

As archbishop of Melbourne, in 1996 Pell introduced a compensation scheme for sexual abuse victims. 

“According to many scholars and commentators, it was in fact, a system ‘designed to control the victims and 

protect the Church’… Pell intended to ‘minimize the crimes, conceal the truth, manipulate and intimidate the 

victims’… Some relatives of abused children have called the cardinal a ‘sociopath.’” www.churchandstate.org.uk.  

Public Domain. 

Hot News! VATICAN CITY (RNS) More than 55,000 people have signed a petition calling for Cardinal 

George Pell to return to his native Australia and face a government commission on child sex abuse, 

after allegations that he tried to bribe the victim of a paedophile priest. www.religiousnewsservice.com  

 

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/02/09/1276215/-Vatican-Inc-s-Future-Secured-by-Pope-Francis?detail=hide
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/02/09/1276215/-Vatican-Inc-s-Future-Secured-by-Pope-Francis?detail=hide
http://www.opusdei.de/de-de/article/reinhard-marx-uber-neue-chancen-fur-christen/
http://www.opusdei.de/de-de/article/kardinal-marx-opus-dei-grunder-hat-wege-fur-das-konzil-vorbereitet/
http://de.gloria.tv/?media=118167%20
http://www.opednews.com/articles/4/Transcript-Former-Catholi-by-Rob-Kall-130220-447.html
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,787314-,00.html
http://vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/world-news/detail/articolo/marx-ior-32827/
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/02/09/1276215/-Vatican-Inc-s-Future-Secured-by-Pope-Francis?detail=hide
http://www.churchandstate.org.uk/daily
http://vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/the-vatican/detail/articolo/pell-francesco-francisco-francis-32295/
http://espresso.repubblica.it/attualita/2014/09/25/news/il-lato-oscuro-del-cardinale-1.181625
http://espresso.repubblica.it/attualita/2014/09/25/news/il-lato-oscuro-del-cardinale-1.181625
http://www.churchandstate.org.uk/
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Cardinal George Pell: I have 'full backing' of Pope Francis 

Cardinal George Pell leaves the Quirinale Hotel in Rome after his second day of giving 
evidence to the royal commission via video link. Photo: Marco Di Lauro 

The Royal Commission in Sydney hearing the testimony of Cardinal George Pell from Rome 
regarding his paedophilic activities. Photo: Royal Commission 

 

Breaking news! Cardinal Pell set to retire in June this year. Ack: Walcha News: By Nick Miller March 1, 2016, 10:41 p.m. 

Much of its assets are near impossible to value because they will never be sold off, such as 
its gold-laden palatial church property and priceless works of art by the likes of 
Michelangelo and Raphael. It also owns a global network of churches and religious 
buildings, many of which contain precious historical treasures, serving the 
world's 1.2 billion Catholics.  Included in their property portfolio are 

countless income generating assets which are hidden behind front companies: Papacy used 
offshore tax havens to create £500m international portfolio, featuring real estate in UK, 
France and Switzerland (David Leigh, Jean François Tanda and Jessica Benhamou).  

*The Church owns and operates some 200,000 schools around the globe in addition to owing around 
100,000 properties in Italy, worth about 9bn euros, of which there are 3,300 hotels run by religious bodies, 
which have an annual turnover of £3 billion In addition they operate about a quarter of the health services 
globally. Public Domain - www.churchandstate.org.uk  

What we do know is that Vatican Bank, (officially titled the Institute for the Works of Religion — now 
changed),  manages €5.9bn ($7.3bn, £4.64bn) of assets on behalf of its 17,400 customers. And it manages 
€700m of equity which it owns. Another titbit to emerge is that it keeps gold reserves worth over $20m with 
the US Federal Reserve. Public Domain: www.google 

An investigation by the Economist estimated that the American Catholic church alone – which has the fourth 
largest follower base by country, behind Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines – spent $170bn in 2010 on things 
like healthcare, schools and parishes. Money flows in from individual donations from Catholics, government 
grants, the church's own investments and corporate donors.  

According to Georgetown University, the average weekly donation of an American Catholic to the 
church is $10. There are 85 million in North America, meaning each week the Catholic Church pulls in 
$850m through donations from individual Catholics. 

Vatican City itself has a rich economy relative to its size. Though data is scarce, and the exact GDP figure is 
unknown, the CIA estimates Vatican City's 2011 revenue to be $308m. It only has a population of 800 
people, meaning its nominal GDP per capita is $365,796 – making it the richest state on the planet by this 
measure. Shane Croucher Public Domain:www.google  

 
Vatican radio daily broadcasts in 40 different languages (and costs $25 million per year to run) 

 

                                                                                  
YouTube/nazeazeno 

Vatican Museum:  
The contents of the museum are impossible to value given the wide 
variety and huge amount of exhibits contained within. Most of the 
treasures housed in the museum are off-limits to the general public. Pic on 
right and left: We wonder whose sculls these are — perhaps Peter’s or 
Paul’s? And how much are they worth? $$$! 

 
 
 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/davidleigh
http://www.theguardian.com/profile/jessicabenhamou
http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2012-02-16/italy-aims-to-tax-catholic-church-property
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-17072211
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/1552644/Vatican-evicts-tenants-to-make-hotels.html
http://www.churchandstate.org.uk/
http://www.economist.com/node/21560536
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/reporters/shane-croucher
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lJqZcgGXS8
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The archives comprise over 50 miles (80 Km) of shelves that include invaluable artifacts, such as a note 

written by Michelangelo dated January 1550 

 
This two-story underground bunker houses the secret archives 

 
Tapestries are rehabilitated in this immaculate white room 

 

 

 

 

 

Three restoration laboratories for marble, tapestries and paintings sit beneath the  

 

 

 

 

 

Vatican's museums and galleries 

 
The Papal Sacristy (the Pope's walk-in closet) holds treasures handed down from previous popes 

 
The Swiss Guard, the world's smallest standing army, stocks its gear under the streets of Vatican City 

 

Acknowledgement: National Geographic and History Channel 

 

Holy See’s Secret Service 

Private confession was officially sanctioned as far back as 325 A.D. via Canon Law 13 of the First Council of 
Nicaea The confessional box was, and to this day, is the most extensive and most inclusive intelligence 
gathering system ever invented! For centuries the Catholic Church has been gathering and dissemination 
information gleaned via the confessional system for her own advantage.  

The confessional transcends national boundaries and embraces every tribe, tongue and language. We doubt 
whether there is any other organization/government that can compete with her in terms of her expertise and 
geographical footprint in this regard. Information glean from confessional is used to her advantage in many 
different ways. Therefore, it goes without saying, that over time the Holy See has developed a 
comprehensive and highly efficient secret service of its own, and in fact is the forerunner of all extant secret 
services today. 

Within the confines of Vatican City, State itself — the Swiss Guard is responsible for security in general. 
There is also a fully functioning judicial system that meters out punishment, as and when required —  to this 

end there is a lock-up (Jail) facility. Owing to the high volume of tourists there is a considerable amount of 
petty crime that takes place on a daily basis.  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Svaxr4erV_Q
http://shop.history.com/secret-access-the-vatican-dvd/detail.php?p=345726
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The judicial process is governed by Canon Law.  Canonical law, which is different to state law, international 
law and religious laws, as it claims not only superior status to state law but also has a centralized full-fledged 
juridical system with the pope as its highest judge, makes the church also unique among transnational actors, 
even among religious ones. It has its own validity and is not derived from International Private Law as do 
multinationals and NGOs. However, beyond Vatican City, State the Italian security apparatus is involved, as 
well as foreign country services — depending on the Pope’s travel arrangements at the time. Over many, 
many years Catholic’s have held key positions in the CIA, FBI, and other intelligence agencies in the USA 
(Navy, Army, Air Force, etc.) and therefore, as already discussed they have power to majorly influence 
outcomes. Because of this fact, there is very close co-operation between the US and mainly Western nations 
and certain middle-east countries. Quote: Eric von Phelps on the Vatican Assassins. 

 “Jesuit Superior General’s International Intelligence Community. That Community is overseen by the 
Pope’s Sovereign Military Order of Malta headquartered in Rome and directed by its Grand Master, 
Andrew Bertie. Thus, the Jesuit General, also known as the Black Pope, controls the entirety of the 
American Intelligence Community, including but not limited to, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, 
the Office of Naval Intelligence as well as the intelligence arms of the Army and the Air Force." 

 This "Unified International Intelligence Community" was built during Rome’s Second Thirty Years’ 
War (1914-1945) and perfected during Rome’s subsequent Cold War (1945-1990)  
 

Obama surrounded by Roman Catholic Jesuit Trained Intelligence Leaders 

President Barack Obama meets with Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, right (Alma Mater St. 
Mary's University, Texas), in the Oval Office, Sept. 9, 2010.  Also attending are, 
clockwise from left, Robert Cardillo, DIA deputy Director (and now Director of 
National intelligence for intelligence integration and schooled at Jesuit 
Georgetown), Deputy National Security Advisor Tom Donilon (Donillon attended La 
Salle Academy, earned a B.A. at:  The Catholic University of America in 1977 and is 
connected personally to the Biden family).  Rodney Snyder, Senior Director for 
intelligence Program, NSS    (Cannot find any kind of BIO on him).  John Brennan, 

Assistant to the President for Homeland Security and Counter terrorism ( Attended private catholic schools 
from his youth, is Alma Mater at Jesuit Fordham University and is former CIA), and National Security Advisor 
Gen. James L. Jones (Alma Mater Jesuit Georgetown University). Public Domain: www.granddesignexposed.com 

Who Really Controls the United Nations? 

UNEP NEWS  Sustainability and Justice: Facing the Environmental Challenges and Choices of Our Age. Address of UNEP Executive 
Director, Achim Steiner, at the Environmental Justice and Climate Change Meeting, The Vatican 

Francis says a large part of humanity now has 'second-class status' Pope 
Francis has called for a “worldwide ethical mobilisation” during a 
meeting with top United Nations officials. Such a mobilisation, he said, 
would push technical programmes for justice, peace and development 
further by promoting respect for human life, “fraternity and solidarity”.  

“An important part of humanity does not share in the benefits of progress and is, in fact, relegated to the 
status of second-class citizens,” the Pope said during a meeting at the Vatican with UN Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon and members of the UN System Chief Executives Board for Coordination. The 
board includes the directors of 29 specialised agencies and UN departments.  

The Vatican and Catholic organisations around the world work closely with many of them, such as 
the World Food Program and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees. However, tensions also have 
arisen with some of the departments and agencies, particularly concerning population control programmes 
and efforts to broaden access to legalized abortion.  

While Pope Francis did not dwell on the tensions or mention any of them specifically, he insisted that the 
promotion of human dignity include recognition that “life is sacred and inviolable from conception to natural. 
Public Domain: www.google.com 

The logo on the left is the symbol for the United Nations go-green environmental programme. Of 
note is the laurel crown of the Caesar’s surrounding a unique rendering of the cross of Christ — 
which very much resembles the statue of Christ that overlooks Rio de Janeiro. The writer 
recently purchased a new refrigerator and the UNEP logo was strategically place upon the door 
of the fridge? And yep! You guessed it — the refrigerator was made in China. 

 

 

http://www.thebabylonmatrix.com/index.php?title=911:Military_Order_of_Malta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Intelligence_Agency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Security_Agency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defense_Intelligence_Agency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_of_Naval_Intelligence
http://granddesignexposed.com/
http://www.unep.org/newscentre
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/Default.aspx?DocumentID=26848&ArticleID=35423&l=en
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/Default.aspx?DocumentID=26848&ArticleID=35423&l=en
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It is the writer’s belief that the UN High Commission for Refugees and the Jesuit JRS work hand in glove, so 
to speak with the purpose of moving millions of people around the world under the guise of their respective 
missions. And in the case of the Jesuits, the motivation is based on their primary mandate — their so called 
Social Justice. And why would they do this, one may well ask?  Actually the reason is quite obvious!  

And that is to completely breakdown national identities — the purpose being to create a global multicultural 
Catholic instigated socialist society, which will ultimately pay homage to Rome. Over the last ten years or so, 
here in South Africa we have so-called refugees arriving from all parts of the globe.  

To name a few places: Pakistan, Egypt, in addition to hundreds of thousands from all over Africa — 
north/east/west. This breaking down outworks on many levels and more or less began with the civil rights 
movement in the US, and then moved into the homosexual arena, a.k.a gays and lesbians, plus the current 
gender-bender brigade — that is so pervasive in the news today.  

Let us not forget the human rights programme — where today everyone has rights! So much so, that parent 
can no longer discipline their children for fear of prosecution. In our country, criminals in prison have equal 
rights and may even vote. In fact, it has reached a stage  that should criminals break into your home with the 
intent  of violating you and your family — and you decide to use a weapon in self-defense,  and one or more 
of these thugs get killed — you, the homeowner gets charged with culpable homicide and will ultimately be 
sent to prison. And this is called the rule of law!!!  

Demographic Shift — Global South 

Prof Philip Jenkins showed with his vision of the Next Christendom, that the transition of power to the 
South is a global phenomenon which has, however, a different perspective from a nation state 
perspective than from the perspective of the Holy See. Whereas the Northern nation states have to 
stay in the North and watch their decline in population, wealth and power, the Holy See stays in 
Rome but assembles the world around it. Jan Rob might be right that one of the few things which 
remain of us Westerners is the Pope.   

The Holy See might become a crucial arbitrator in this transformation between North and South. The role of 
an arbitrator, someone who builds bridges, is genuine for the 'pontiff', a term that stems from the pagan 
heritage of Rome’s Ancient religion thus showing the Catholic ability to integrate and adjust. By 2025, 
approximately 60 percent of Catholics around the world will probably live in Africa and Latin America alone, 
not counting the Philippines, China, or India. The proportion should reach two-thirds before 2050. At that 
point, European and Euro-American Catholics will be a small fragment of a church dominated by Filipinos, 
Mexicans, Brazilians, Nigerians, and Congolese.  

While we do not dispute the learned professor’s predictions — our preference is to keep focused on the 
prophetic scriptures, which centre on the personage of Jesus Christ and His imminent return. It is our belief 
that Jesus the Messiah will in all probability return before 2050 to judge the earth, and then to set up His 
millennial Kingdom. In which case, all of the above is merely academic conjecture. 

 

MARANATHA! 

 

Check-out: Purple & Scarlet, Roman Catholicism the Greatest Hoax of all time… on our web site. 
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